152                                          ATTRACTIONS.                                 [ART. 302
If the solid have a ring-like hollow symmetrically placed about the axis of revolution but not extending to it, it is clear that a point P situated in this hollow has no corresponding point Q on the axis from which the potential may be derived. In such a case the values of some of the constants c0, clt &c. may be determined when we know the values of V along some line passing through the cavity and making an angle 6 = a with the axis. It should however be noticed that one of Legendre's functions may vanish when 6 = a and the unknown constant which accompanies that function would remain undetermined. Since each Legendre's function is unity when 6 = 0 this does not occur when the values of the potential along the axis are given.
302.    By  integration /    ----j^~—r- = -jr-^—-pr .    We write
a — l — hp, b = h*/(p~—l) and expand both sides in powers of h. Since only the first power of h occurs in the denominator on the left-hand side, the general term is easily found. Comparing the coefficients of hn we have
This formula is given by Laplace, Mdcanique Celeste, Tome v., page 40.
Since p is less than unity, this integral appears to be imaginary. If however we expand the r&th power, the integrals of the odd powers of cos -\Jr will vanish between the limits, and a real expression for Pn will remain. We may therefore take either of the signs before the radical. There is another integral which may be deduced from (1), viz.
(5).
_          _
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Suppose that for any portion of the axis the potential is given by F=/(r), where f(r) is such an expansion as (2) Art. 300 with either positive or negative powers of r or both. Substituting for Pn in (3), the integral (4) in the terms with positive powers of r, and the integral (5) in those with negative powers, we have
............ (6).
Thus when the potential is known along the axis in the form

